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Abstract—To make glowworm swarm optimization (GSO) 
algorithm solve multi-extremum global optimization more 
effectively, taking into consideration the disadvantages and 
some unique advantages of GSO, the paper proposes a 
hybrid algorithm of Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–
Shanno (BFGS) algorithm and GSO, i.e., BFGS-GSO by 
adding BFGS local optimization operator in it, which can 
solve the problems effectively such as unsatisfying solving 
precision, and slow convergence speed in the later period. 
Through the simulation of eight standard test functions, the 
effectiveness of the algorithm is tested and improved. It 
proves that the improved BFGS-GSO abounds in better 
multi-extremum global optimization in comparison with the 
basic GSO. 
  
Index Terms—Global optimization; GSO; BFGS operator; 
BFGS-GSO; function 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The global optimization problems on nonlinear 
function of continuous variable widely exist in the 
industrial and agricultural production and scientific 
experiments, the global optimization method of the 
functions plays an important role for solving many 
practical problems and developing many edge disciplines. 
The traditional global optimization methods are mostly 
based on the gradient method, the convergence of these 
methods often depends on the selection of initial points, 
and the computing process usually terminates the local 
optimum. 

In literature [1], S. Gao et al. propose a hybrid 
algorithm, which combine ant colony algorithm with 
genetic algorithm, to solve the global optimization 
problem. In 2012, T. Chen et al. propose artificial tribe 

algorithm to solve the functions optimization problem [2]. 
To solve the multimodal function problem, D. shen et al. 
[3] propose a crowding differential evolution algorithm. 
In [4], an improved particle swarm optimization 
algorithm is proposed to find the global optimum 
solutions with adaptive genetic strategy. In [5], an 
invasive weed optimization algorithm is proposed to 
solve the high-dimensional function optimization 
problem. The above algorithms are intelligence 
algorithms, these methods have excellent global search 
ability but the computing precision is not high. Y. Cheng 
et al. propose a quasi-Newton method for function 
minimization [6]. In [7] and [8], to solve the global 
optimization problem, the simplex method and the 
Powell’s method are proposed. For global optimization, a 
metropolis algorithm, which combined with Hooke-
Jeeves local search method, is proposed [9]. In [10], R. 
Chelouah and P. Siarry combine the Nelder-Mead 
algorithm with genetic algorithm to solve the continuous 
minimal functions optimization problem. The above 
algorithms are mathematical methods, they have nice 
local search ability but they have weak robustness global 
search ability. 

As a global and local optimization techniquee newly 
proposed in swarm intelligence, glowworm swarm 
optimization (GSO) algorithm with speedy searching of 
extreme range and high efficiency [11] is mainly used to 
solve the problems of multi-extremum global and local 
optimization. In view of its good and stable multi-
extremum optimization, GSO has excellent performance 
in sound source localization [12], multi-odor source 
localization [13], multiple mobile information source 
tracking [14] and mobile robot system [15] and is widely 
applied in numerical optimization [16-17] and 
combinatorial optimization [18-19]. Nevertheless, there 
are still weaknesses in that the local solving precision and 
later convergence rate don’t work as well as some classic 
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local searching algorithm [20-24]. Furthermore, its 
population size shows exponential growth with the 
increase of searching areas and dimensions, which leads 
to long computing time and limited performance in 
optimization.The later oscillation phenomenon also has 
some effects on the solving precision of the algorithm. 

In this paper, we propose a hybrid algorithm, termed 
BFGS-GSO algorithm. We use GSO algorithm to 
perform a global search and we use BFGS algorithm for 
performing a local search. The GSO algorithm can 
converge quickly and the BFGS algorithm can compute 
precisely in the BFGS-GSO algorithm. We realize the 
program of BFGS-GSO algorithm for the first time and 
the performance of proposed algorithm is tested by the 
Benchmark functions. The experimental results show that 
it is a competitive algorithm. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we 
describe the principle of basic GSO and BFGS algorithm 
in Section II; then we propose the algorithm of BFGS-
GSO, in Section III, we present the algorithm steps and 
flowchart; we perform the simulation experiments and 
discuss the experimental results in Section IV; at last, we 
conclude the paper in Section V. 

II. PRINCIPLE OF THE ALGORITHM AND BACKGROUND 

A.  Basic GSO Algorithm 
Imitating glowworm’s flying, aggregation, courtship, 

feeding and other natural activity, the basic GSO 
algorithm is a swarm intelligent bionic algorithm where a 
group of randomly distributed points in the searching 
space represent the glowworm swarm, and the 
proportional value proportionate to the fitness value of 
point represents the luciferase value glowworms carry. 
The glowworm swarm move as one with the help of 
luciferin. The greater the luciferase value the individual 
glowworm carries and more light it emits, the more 
attractive it is to its companions [25-28].  

However, each individual glowworm only attracts 
companions in decision domain, also called the 
neighbourhood, the radius value of which is represented 
by rd. Only when glowworm j is within this range and its 
luciferase value is higher than glowworm i , is it likely to 
become glowworm i’s neighbour and its moving objects. 
Besides, the decision domain size is limited in the visual 
range of glowworms (that is 0<rd<rs, rs represents visual 
radius of glowworms). GSO algorithm consists of two 
stages, luciferin renewal and glowworm moving [29-31]. 
   1)Luciferin renewal stage: At the beginning and the end 
of each iteration, the algorithm uses Formula 1 to update 
luciferin value of each glowworm, so that glowworm 
luciferin value will vary with the fitness value and 
attenuate with the increase of algorithm iteration. 
Formula 1 is as follows. 
    ( ) (1 ) ( 1) ( ( ))i i il t l t J x tρ γ= − − +                   (1) 
   In the above formula, (0,1)ρ ∈  represents the luciferin 
attenuation factor, γ  represents the fitness values of the 
proportionality constant, and ( )il t  represents at the 
moment of t  the luciferin value of glowworm i . 

   2)Glowworm moving stage: After the phthalein 
resorcinol is renewed, the algorithm reaches the 
glowworm moving stage when each glowworm uses the 
roulette selection to select a neighbor glowworm as its 
moving object. Use Formula 2 to calculate the probability 
of each neighbour’s being selected, and use formula 3 to 
calculate the target position after the glowworm’s moving. 
At the end of the stage, use formula 4 to renew decision 
domain radius of each glowworm. 
   The selection probability formula is as follows, 

                      

( )

( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( )
i

j i
ij

k ik N t

l t l t
p t

l t l t
∈

−
=

−∑                    (2) 

   In the formula above, ( )ijp t represents at the moment of 
t  the likelihood of glowworm i  moving to glowworm j , 
and ( )iN t  represents at the moment of t  the number of 
neighbours glowworm i  has. 
   The target position calculation formula is as follows, 

                      

( ) ( )
( 1) ( ) *

( ) ( )
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x t x t s
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   In the formula above, ( )ix t （ ( ) m
ix t R∈ ） represents at 

the moment of t  the location of  glowworm i  ,and || ||•  
represents the Euclid standard operator, and ( 0)s >  
represents the moving step of glowworm i . 

Neighbourhood radius updating formula is as follows, 
                      

( 1) min{ ,max{0, ( ) ( ( ) )}}i i
d s d t ir t r r t n N tβ+ = + − (4) 

In the above formula, ( )i
dr t  represents at the moment of 

t  the decision domain radius of  glowworm i , β  
represents at the moment of t  the  neighbour set of 
glowworm i , and tn  represents the maximum number of 
neighbour glowworms. 

B.  BFGS Theory 
Proposed by Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb and Shanno, 

et al in 1970, BFGS method is a quasi-Newton method, 
characteristic of two terminations, global and super-linear 
convergence, and the searching direction generated by the 
algorithm is conjugate. BFGS method is an efficient local 
algorithm, and the main steps to solve the minimum are 
as follows, 
   Step 1 Determine the variable dimension n and BFGS 
method convergence precision 0ε ≥ , and take the initial 
point 1 nX R∈ ; 
   Step 2 Compute 1

1 ( )g f X= ∇ . If 1g ε≤ , make 
* 1X X= ，and * 1( )f f X= ，and the calculation stops; if 

not, turn to Step3; 
   Step 3 Make 1k = , 1 nH I= ; 
   Step 4 Make k

k kZ H g= − ; 
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   Step 5 
0

min ( ) ( )k k k k
k f X Z f X Z

λ
λ λ λ

≥
+ = +： , make 

1k k kX X Zλ+ = + ; 
   Step 6 Compute 1

1 ( )k
kg f X +

+ = ∇ ,if 1kg ε+ ≤ , make 
* 1kX X += , * 1( )kf f X += , and the calculation stops; if not, 

turn to Step7; 
   Step 7 Make 1k k

kX X X+Δ = − 1k k kg g g+Δ = − , compute 

1 (1 ) -
T T
k k k k k

k k T
k k k k

g H g X XH H U
X g X g+

Δ Δ Δ Δ= + +
Δ Δ Δ Δ

, 

   
T T

k k k k k k
T
k k

X g H H g XU
X g

Δ Δ + Δ Δ=
Δ Δ

; 

Step 8 Make 1k k= + , turn to Step 4. 

III. BFGS-GSO ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION 

A.  BFGS-GSO Algorithm’s Specific Implementing Steps 
Step 1 Initialize the parameters ρ , γ , β , tn , s , 0l in 

GSO algorithm, and set the maximum iteration numbers 
maxT  of BFGS-GSO algorithm; 

Step 2 Renew the luciferin value of every 
individual of the glowworm swarm by using Formula 1;  

Step 3 Calculate glowworm the peers of i  (any 
individual in the swarm) within the decision domain and 
the probability that every glowworm can be chosen as the 
target by using Formula 2; 

Step 4 Determine glowworm i's alternative 
j(j∈Ni(t)) by using roulette rule, and renew the target 
position of the glowworm by using Formula 3;  

Start 

Randomly generate initial fireflies 
group

Update luciferin values of all the 
fireflies 

Calculate the number of the companion 
and the selection probability

Calculate  objects of fireflies  and 
determine their target positions

Update radius
of decision domain 

Provide initial values for BFGS

Use BFGS to search optimum accurately

End

Reach the interval 
number of iterations?

Yes

Yes

No

No

Reach the maximum number 
of iterations?

Initialize parameters, and set the 
maximum number of iterations

Figure 1.  Flowchart of BFGS-GSO algorithm 
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Step 5 Renew the decision domain radius of 
glowworm i  by using Formula 4; 

Step 6 Turn to Step 7 if interval iteration number is 
reached; otherwise, turn to Step 9; 

Step 7 Determine the optimal individual besti  in the 
swarm and its peer number bestn  in sight, and construct 
the initial BFGS of BFGS operator by using besti  and its 
peers in sight. 

Step 8 Locally optimize the optimal decision region 
by using BFGS operator; 

Step 9 Record the result and exit the iteration if 
presupposed maximum iteration number is reached; 
otherwise, turn to Step 2 and continue the iteration. 

B. Flowchart of BFGS-GSO Algorithm 
The flowchart of BFGS-GSO is as in Figure 1. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSA. TEST FUNCTIONS OF THE 
EXPERIMENT 

A. Benchmark Functions 
The eight standard test functions, which are multi-peak, 

morbid and not declined to achieve ideal optimizing 
result when using traditional optimizing method, are used 
to compare the algorithm discussed in this paper with the 
basic GSO algorithm. The three-dimension images of the 
four test functions are as follows, the eight standard test 
functions are the typical global optimization functions, 
they have an excellent ability to verify the whole 
performance of each algorithm. 

 
2 2

1 2 2 2

sin( 0.5)0.5
[1.0 0.001( )]

x yf
x y

+ −= −
+ +

, 

[ 4,4]; [ 4,4]x y∈ − ∈ − ; 
2 2 0.25 2 2 0.1 2

2 ( ) [sin(50 ( ) ) 1.0]f x y x y= + × × + + , 

[ 100,100]x ∈ − ; [ 100,100]y ∈ − ; 
2

3 13 ((5 ) 2) )f x y y y= − + + − × − ×  
229 (( 1) 14) )x y y y− + + + × − ×

[ 10,10], [ 10,10]x y∈ − ∈ − ; 

2 2
4

11 ( ) cos( ) cos( )
4000 2

yf x y x= + + − × , 

[ 10,10]x ∈ − ; [ 10,10]y ∈ − ; 

2
5

1

,( 30)
n

i
i

f x n
=

= =∑（x） ; 

1
2 2 2

6 1
1

( ) (100( ) (1 ) ), ( 30)
n

i i i
i

f x x x x n
−

+
=

= − + − =∑ ; 

2
7

1 1

1( ) cos( ) 1,( 30)
4000

n n
i

i
i i

xf x x n
i= =

= − + =∑ ∏ ; 

2
8

1

( ) ( 10cos(2 ) 10),( 30)
n

i i
i

f x x x nπ
=

= − + =∑ ; 

B. Parameter Setting 
As is displayed in Table 1, the fixed parameter value of 

BFGS-GSO and GSO algorithm derives from documents 
so as to guarantee the authenticity and effectiveness of 
the experiment. Meanwhile, population sizes of the two 
algorithms are both 100 to make an accurate comparison. 
In addition, glowworm viewing ranges and moving step 
lengths of the two vary in accordance with different target 
functions so that the two algorithms achieve the best 
optimizing effect according to different target functions. 
As to 1f , 2f , 3f and 4f , the glowworm viewing range 
radius values of the two are 1.5, 30, 5 and 5 respectively, 
and the moving step lengths are 0.03, 0.3, 0.03, and 0.03 
respectively. 
 

TABLE I.  
PARAMETER SETTING OF BFGS-GSO AND GSO ALGORITHM 

ρ γ β  
tn 0l  δ  γ  η

0.4 0.6 0.08 5 5 1.0 2.0 0.5
 

 
Figure 2. Three-dimensional images of f1 

 

 
Figure 3. Three-dimensional images of f2 

 

 
Figure 4. Three-dimensional images of f3 
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Figure 5. Three-dimensional images of f4 

 

 
Figure 6. Convergence comparison of f1 

 

 
Figure 7. Convergence comparison of f2 

 

 
Figure 8. Convergence comparison of f3 

 

 
Figure 9. Convergence comparison of f4 

 
Figure 10. Convergence comparison of f5 

 

 
Figure 11. Convergence comparison of f6 

 

 
Figure 12. Convergence comparison of f7 

 

 
Figure 13. Convergence comparison of f8 

C. Test Platform 
Windows XP combined with MatLab2012a is 

served as the simulation software platform, while 
Intel® Celeron® CPU 3.06Hz 3.07GHz and PC with 
memory 4.00GB work as the simulation hardware 
platform. 

D. Result Analysis of the Simulation 
The simulation is carried out in two ways so as to 

prove that BFGS-GSO algorithm abounds in stronger 
multi-extreme global optimizing ability than GSO. The 
first being that convergence rates of the two are compared 
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under fixed precision value ε  of the experimental result, 
the second is one which compares solving precisions 
when the maximum iteration number is fixed. Every 
standard test function undergoes 100 independent tests in 
order to eliminate the initial value's effect on the result of 
the experiment. 

As is exhibited in Table 2, the convergence effect of 
BFGS-GSO algorithm is preferable than GSO. Within the 

presupposed maximum iteration number, BFGS-GSO 
enjoys better solving precision judging from Table 3. 
BFGS-GSO achieves theoretially optimum value in terms 
of f1 and f8 shown from both tables. Convergence curves 
of Figure 6 and Figure 13 manifest that BFGS-GSO 
enjoys better convergence rate and solving precision in 
comparison with GSO. 

 
TABLE II.  

CONVERGENCE RATE OF CONTRAST ON TWO METHODS 

Precision Methods Min-IT Max-IT Mean-IT Optimal 
times 

Convergence 
rate 

f1 (ε=10-7) GSO 116 195 165 0 15% 
BFGS-GSO 76 114 91 1 95% 

f 2 (ε=10-4) GSO 271 280 276 0 3% 
BFGS-GSO 140 158 153 0 90% 

f 3 (ε=10-5) GSO 187 198 192 0 6% 
BFGS-GSO 102 124 117 0 92% 

f 4 (ε=10-7) GSO 101 198 160 0 41% 
BFGS-GSO 25 99 76 14 100% 

f5 (ε=10-3) GSO 0 0 0 0 1% 
BFGS-GSO 56 79 64 0 96% 

f 6 (ε=10-1) GSO 0 0 0 0 2% 
BFGS-GSO 36 81 62 0 99% 

f 7 (ε=10-5) GSO 158 191 175 0 2% 
BFGS-GSO 42 70 59 0 98% 

f 8 (ε=10-1) GSO 0 0 0 0 3% 
BFGS-GSO 39 117 97 0 99% 

 
TABLE III. 

 COMPUTING VALUES OF CONTRAST ON TWO METHODS 
Function Method Best value Worst value Mean value 

f 1 
BFGS-GSO 1 9.902840901219776e-01 9.999840901224632e-01 

GSO 9.702840901016672e-01 8.902794766551073e-01 9.272348710046113e-01 

f 2 
BFGS-GSO 1.055902964335211e-13 2.214176085496879e-06 6.459276747376119e-10 

GSO 1.809828012643451e-03 3.469580568556631e-02 1.487490229867432e-01 

f 3 
BFGS-GSO 1.928969612645085e-09 1.219861367861428e-06 1.830965737445319e-07 

GSO 1.017462621198369e-06 2.910471332073746e-01 9.416975050855370e-01 

f 4 
BFGS-GSO 0 3.086190795142940e-07 3.227826894658392e-10 

GSO 6.589637380205460e-08 6.446040057284108e-01 4.148428437433793e-03 

f 5 
BFGS-GSO 2.500343939721753e-08 3.547220632776181e-03 7.344282622010108e-04 

GSO 3.726577273473546e-04 1.083645821191223e-01 9.563874302131754e-02 

f 6 
BFGS-GSO 2.554490914899631e-05 3.486928796398612e-01 8.454674180661280e-02 

GSO 8.611721663699928e-01 7.444845039640595e+02 5.621410451607271e+01 

f 7 
BFGS-GSO 3.581225872184055e-08 1.534199177949786e-04 1.620721642303850e-06 

GSO 2.671315883217245e-05 4.578660307778230e+01 6.466177666261162e-00 

f 8 
BFGS-GSO 8.350803389374136e-05 8.650279035353914e-02 7.597490110230252e-01 

GSO 6.674463238927735e-01 4.479180635155838e+02 5.404773469221640e+01 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

   To make GSO solve multi-extreme global optimization 
more effectively, given that GSO carries the advantages 
such as speedy searching of extreme range, high 
efficiency and not being apt to fall into local extremum 
and the disadvantage of slow convergence rate in the later 
period, the paper puts forward BFGS glowworm swarm 
mixed optimization algorithm, which makes the most of 
the global extreme value searching ability of GSO and 
local precision-pursuing ability of BFGS. By carrying out 
BFGS local optimization among optimal individual in the 
swarm and its peers in sight every regular algebra, BFGS- 
 

GSO promotes the convergence rate and the solving 
precision substantially. In conclusion, BFGS-GSO is 
feasible and effective in terms of solving multi-extremum 
global optimization. 
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